
SSC Meeting
November 3, 2022



Agenda
1. Welcome
2. Explain Council Business
3. Share site goals and PL plan
4. Present minute meeting data
5. Update on facilities expansion
6. Offer opportunity for Q & A
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639
STUDENTS
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81%83% 88%

SCHOOL

Coming to school 
is… 

(Great or Good)

PLAYGROUND

Playing on the 
playground is… 

(Great or Good)

HOME

Going home is… 

(Great or Good)

ICE CREAM

Ice cream is… 

(Great or Good)

Students Reported….. 
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At School

“School is just okay because I get a bit nervous. I don’t 
have much friends.”

“School just okay because  I’m always first in line so I 
have to wait a long time for my teacher to come.”

“School is just okay because I went to bed at 11:00.”

“I like to play basketball. School is just okay but if had 
less worries it would be better. Sometimes I feel 
nervous when thinking about school.”

Student Voice
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At Home

“Going home is “just okay”  because I like being at school.”

“Going home is not good. I like school better.”

“Sometimes my parents fight and I tell them to take a deep 
breathe.”

“Going home is just okay because sometimes I'm really 
stressed and I have a lot of work to do.”

Student Voice
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On the Playground

“Playing on the playground is just okay because it is boring. 
I would like a sandbox.”

“Playing on the playground is not so good. I just talk to 
myself.”

“I get frustrated easily especially when I lose a game.”

Student Voice



Positive Outcomes of Minute Meetings
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★ Building rapport, relationships, and trust 
★ Gaining insight into student’s initial perception of school and school climate
★ Receiving feedback to support positive school climate
★ Recognizing the value of an informal screening tool 

Counselor will follow-up with 33 students

Identified students are experiencing:

Family concerns

Loneliness / A lack of connection / new to LR

Stress- busy schedule (many after school activities) 

Late bedtimes

Our students are happy to be here!



Thank You!
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